STRATEGIES

Getting a Handle on

Trading System Risk

The perfect trading system will surely lead to ruin if the size of the positions
traded does not match available risk capital in a trading account. Position
sizing refers to the rules determining the number of contracts or the
number of shares that should be applied to a trading system. These rules
serve to better grasp and control incurred risk. Following basic position
sizing guidelines may not make you a great trader, but it will certainly
prevent you from belonging to the big losers.

Risk of Loss
Every trading system, no matter how successful, entails the risk that it
will either eventually fail or will enter a long drawdown phase that
tests the trader’s nerves and patience so much he stops using it.
Experience shows this usually occurs at the low point of the equity
curve. A little more perseverance in applying the system would
eventually have led to profits. If the system’s inherent risk is known
beforehand, you can adjust yourself and your position size to the
drawdown accordingly, avoiding the trap of prematurely shutting
down the system or taking on unnecessary risk. This is the most
important requirement for long-term success in the markets with
trading systems. Firstly, let us examine the risks trading systems exhibit,
and how to estimate them. Once risks are quantified, the next step is
to adjust the position size to fit the trading account.

If you multiply the ATR values with the contract value for one
contract, you can calculate the percentage risk into Euros. The contract
value of the DAX future is €25.00 per point. Accordingly, the initial risk
for one contract is €3,000.00 (6,000*0.02*25). With the Bund future
and its contract value of €1,000.00 per big point, the initial risk per
contract is €500.00.
This type of calculation of course makes sense only if your system
sets an initial stop of one Average True Range for new positions.
Otherwise, you have to calculate risk using the distance of the initial
stop from the entry price.

F1) Volatility and Overnight Risk

Initial Stop Risk
Every good trading system uses an initial stop loss when opening a
new position. The last two articles of this series introduced the Average
True Range (ATR) for that purpose. The ATR is a type of volatility
indicator showing the market’s average price swings. Everything
within the ATR can be considered market noise. Movements larger
than the ATR are considered significant. Accordingly, the system
introduced here sets a stop at one ATR below the position’s entry price.
If you look at the value of the ATR in the past, you get an idea of the
inherent risk of a trade at the time of its opening. This is shown in
Figure 1. The ATR is displayed in blue as a percentage of the market
price. Here the ATR of the DAX future is about 2%. At the 6,000-point
level that would be an initial risk without gaps of 120 points.
The same procedure can be applied to the Bund future. The Average
True Range here is currently at about 0.4%, meaning an initial risk of
about 0.5 points. Here too, it is assumed that after opening the position
the market will not gap against the trade.
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The system uses an initial stop of one Average True Range (ATR). Thus, the
distance of the stop can vary strongly depending on market volatility. The
blue line shows the ATR as percentage value of the market price. The
measure is necessary to estimate the initial risk of each new trade. The
histogram displays the overnight moves of the market. Gaps of over 5% in
the DAX future and over 3% in the Bund future are possible at anytime
even without a market crash. The position size of the trading system must
be fitted to the trading account so that market movements do not force
you to shut down the system.
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If you study the past Average True Ranges on the chart in Figure
1, which goes back to 1991, you can see that the market can be much
more volatile than it is right now. Values of 3% in the DAX are common,
and the easy-going Bund future can reach volatility levels over 1%.
The relatively short-term view offered by the data can be deceiving
and lead to the wrong conclusions about volatility. You should look
at about ten years of data in order to attain a halfway reliable estimate.
Do not use implicit volatility, i.e. the volatility expected in the future,
in place of current volatility.

F2) Consecutive Losing Trades / System’s Hit Rate

Overnight Risk
The best-placed stop will not do you any good if prices jump past it
overnight causing the position to be closed at the market open the
following morning at even worse prices.
Figure 1 shows overnight gaps as a histogram in percent. You can
see that overnight moves are mostly smaller than the ATR with the
exception of a few days when gaps occurred that were much higher
than the average daily moves. However, if your position size is not
adjusted to handle these potential extremes then those end up being
the days you have your trading account erased. In the DAX, you have
to be prepared for an overnight move of more than 5%. That is more
than 300 points based on current levels or a loss of more than €7,500.00
per contract. The situation is similar with the Bund future. Here as well,
the ATR is usually bigger than the overnight moves; however, the Bund
can also have catastrophic days where a heavily invested trader can
lose everything. A negative move of 2% means a risk of €2,000.00 per
contract, four times as much as an initial stop would have promised.
The charts in Figure 1 cover a time frame from 1991 to 2006; crash
scenarios such as that in 1987 are of course not shown. This can be
understood as a warning to all those who assume that such events
will never occur in their trading life. If they do indeed occur, it could
most certainly mean the end of your trading career.

distance of the initial stop. You can use these two numbers together
with the relations shown in Figure 2 to get a good approximation of
the risks involved for a particular system.
The trend following system introduced in the previous article has
a hit rate of about 35% in the DAX future. With an initial stop of one
ATR, and the charts in Figures 1 and 2, you can estimate the system
risk as follows: The initial stop (assuming constant volatility) means a
risk of 120 points per trade. With a hit rate of 35%, you will most
probably experience a series of five losing trades in a row at some
point in time. Therefore, system risk would be at least 600 DAX points.

Consecutive Losing Trades

Maximum Drawdown

With the initial stop risk and the overnight risk, you can estimate individual
trade risk. Another type of risk that should not be underestimated is a
series of consecutive losing trades, which can add up to an amount
much higher than that of an overnight gap for instance. If one assumes
that the success of a trade is independent of the success or failure of
the previous trade, there is a clear statistical connection between a
system’s hit rate and the probability of being wrong on consecutive
trades. Figure 2 shows the risk of having 5 or 10 consecutive losing
trades depending on the hit rate of your system. The bottom scale
shows the system hit rate, the scale on the left shows the probability
of having 5 or 10 consecutive losing trades in a row. Thus, you can
assume that with a hit rate of 50% you will have a 75% chance of
experiencing a series of five losses in a row, but only a 5% chance of
experiencing a series of 10 losses in a row.
An average trend following system typically has a hit rate of about
50%. Therefore, it is not the risk of an individual trade that is the biggest
problem, but the danger that you will receive several bad signals in a
row. You can also use this statistic to evaluate black box systems that
are for sale. Do not rely on the risk numbers provided by the system
developer as they are usually made to look better for marketing
purposes. Instead, you should ask about the system’s hit rate and the

The maximum drawdown is a widely used risk parameter for
estimating the capital needed to run a system in a secure manner.
Maximum drawdown describes the greatest intermittent pull back in
an equity curve. Figure 3 illustrates the concept. The curve was
generated in a back test by the trading system introduced in the last
article with the Bund future. The histogram at the bottom shows the
Euro amount lost by the system measured from the highest high of
the closed equity value. Closed equity is used for the calculation of
the highest high, but open positions are used to calculate the
intermittent losses and thus the drawdown. That is how it would be
reported in your trading account. The figure shows that in the year
2000 the system was down four whole points below the highest high
of about 28 points reached in 1999.
Therefore, if you had started trading the system at the beginning
of 1999 you would have had to accept an initial loss of four whole
points before entering the profit zone in 2002.
In real trading, it is different. For security reasons, one usually
assumes the maximum drawdown will double. The reason is that these
values are generated from back testing. Curve fitting cannot be
completely excluded – after all, the system was continually developed
until the maximum drawdown was small compared to potential profit.

The chart shows the relation between the system hit rate and the
probability of five or ten consecutive bad signals. The bottom scale shows
the hit rate of the system, the left scale the probability for a series of losing
trades. If you trade a system with 35% positive trades, it is almost certain
that you will experience a series of five losing trades in a row at some
time. However, the probability of ten losing trades in a row sinks to below
50%. These values let you estimate the system`s expected risk of loss,
even if the system’s historical back test promises much less risk, most
likely because of curve fitting.
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F3) Maximum Drawdown

The maximum drawdown is the amount that you would intermittently
lose if you began trading the system at an inopportune time. Entering a
system trade in 1999 would have caused a loss of four whole points by
the end of 2000 before the system made a new high in the equity curve.
Commercially offered systems usually sugarcoat this figure. In that case,
the system is fitted to the market until the maximum drawdown is small
compared to potential profits. However if you begin with a small trading
account you will eventually be forced to shut down system trade and will
not be able to benefit from later potential profits. To attain a reasonable
estimate of risk you should multiply the maximum drawdown by two and
compare that number to potential losses that can be caused by
consecutive losing trades.

A worst-case scenario can be defined as the worst possible
assumed real-time trading loss. In practice, this means that your initial
stop is hit several times in a row or the system cannot attain the
performance promised in back testing. Now, calculate the minimum
account size needed to trade one futures contract. As an example, we
will use the DAX future trading system introduced in the last article.
Here are the system’s key numbers: Initial stop: 1 ATR, hit rate:
approx. 35%, and maximum drawdown: 300 points.
Let us assume five consecutive losing trades. With current volatility
that would be a loss of 5*120 points = 600 points = €15,000.00 per
futures contract. That is twice the historical maximum drawdown. If
the maximum drawdown were higher, we would have to use it for any
further calculations.The capital needed for the margin must also be
added to this loss amount. This would mean the system could be used
only when you can afford to lose at least €20,000.00 without shaking
your nerves or the loss does not force you to give up system trade.
If you trade this system with the minimum required capital, then
equity swings of 80% are not uncommon. There are very few private
traders still able to call up the necessary trust to continue trading after
a loss of 50%. In addition, once you have figured out the minimum
capital requirement you must still deal with your own level of risk
tolerance. When you start trading a system, only to shut it down a few
weeks later after a 50% loss, it does not say anything about the quality
of the system, but indicates that you have falsely estimated your own
level of risk tolerance.

Conclusion
It is also clear why using consecutive losing trades for calculating
risk is better than maximum drawdown. If you had decided to trade the
system in 1999, you would have calculated a maximum drawdown of
just over one point in the Bund future. However, the chart of probabilities
for the occurrence of five or ten consecutive losing trades combined
with the chart of overnight moves and the Average True Range would
have warned you that the system was only lucky up until that point or
was influenced by curve fitting. Assuming just five consecutive losing
trades plus the volatility shown in the chart would have indicated a risk
of four points, the same loss that indeed occurred later in back testing.

Risk Summary
Now you know the most important risk parameters for trading systems.
Firstly, there is the risk of the system generating a wrong signal causing
your initial stop to be triggered. Secondly, there is overnight risk and
thirdly the risk of consecutive losing trades. Note that the parameters
discussed here were fitted to the trading system introduced in the last
article. The risk analysis was prepared with available data. For instance,
it was assumed that the initial stop would not be gapped against, aside
from overnight risk. These risks are ultimately not avoidable and
therefore they can be expected and prepared against. They should not
cause the kind of drastic loss that would force you to close down an
account. In addition, it is better to overestimate risk; market reality shows
that you must always expect an event that has never occurred before!

Position Sizing
If a system’s risk is known, the next step is to define the maximum
amount that you are prepared to lose in a worst-case scenario.
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The successful application of a trading system requires an initial
understanding of incurred risk. Do not begin trading a system until
you know exactly what can go wrong. Otherwise, even the best system
will cause substantial losses. Do not hesitate to stop a system if
calculated risk parameters are overstepped. Remember there is no
guarantee that even the most careful development system with the
most impressive historical performance, whether in live trading or in
back testing, will deliver similar results in the future. Do not put all of
your eggs in one basket. Diversification of trading ideas, time horizons
and investment instruments is indispensable. Getting rich quick with
trading systems is the stuff of fantasies. Just as in discretionary trading,
you will experience some good and bad phases. Only if you have
understood the risk you incur when using these systems do you have
a chance at multiplying your capital over the years.
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